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:In the high-stakes, high-dollars 
: art market of the eighties, Los 
: Angeles has achieved a new, 
: albeit dubious, claim to fame. 
: According to allegations con-
: tained in two separate complaints filed 
: in Los Angeles by the Federal Trade 
: Commission (in June) and the Los 
: Angeles district attorney (in July), Los 
: Angeles has two of the nation's fore-
: most producers of forged or counterfeit 
: art in its midst.! 

The FTC alleges that French 
: national Pierre Marcand, through his 
: company Magui Publishers, intro-
: duced into the stream of commerce 
: between 22,000 to 32,000 counterfeit 
: prints attributed to Salvador Dali, 
: Marc Chagall, Bernard Buffet and 
: others. Marcand is described as one of 
: "the nation's leading suppliers of 
: fraudulent art."2 
: Magui Publishers' activities were 
: not only prolific but profitable. The 
: FTC estimates revenues from sales of 
: these prints earned between $6 and $44 
: million, sums worth noting even when 
: compared to the multi-million-dollar 
: gavel prices that auctions are com-
: manding.3 As for the conduit dealers 
: who purchased from Marcand and 
: resold to individual consumers, the 
: FTC believes their revenues may be as 
: high as $143 million 4 

. However, within a few weeks of 
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the Marcand suit, the Los Angeles dis-
trict attorney's office claimed it had 
collared "the largest art forger on the 
West Coast, if not the United States"-
"local [Claremont] boy" Anthony Gene 
Tetro, who was charged with 45 felony 
counts,' including conspiracy ar:d 
fraud. 

According to the number and 
diversity of the artists whose works 
Tetro is charged with "creating," his 
range may exceed Marcand ·s. Tetro is 
charged with forging prints and water-
colors by, among others, Los Angeles 
resident Hiro Yamagata, Joan Mil'o and 
Norman Rockwell. During a seizure at 
his home, works by Dali and Pablo 
Picasso, also reportedly forged, were 
discovered. 

The fact that Los Angeles is a key 
art market with the ambiance and ter-
minology of high-powered, quick-
paced securities markets also makes it 
an attractive venue for those in the art 
fraud business. Also, as Sandi Gibbons, 
public information officer for the Los 
Angeles district attorney's office points 
out, Los Angeles is particularly hard hit 
because its construction boom has cre-
ated tremendous wall spaces. Decora-
tors, designers and consultants are 
hired to fill those walls, not all of whom 
are knowledgeable about the art 
market. 

The California legislature has 
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passed a variety of legislation involv-
ing these matters. Last year amend-
ments to Civil Code Sections 1740 et 
seq. were enacted that revise the 
method of disclosure for fine art multi-
ples sold, consigned or exchanged in, 
to or from California. The new legisla-
tion, titled the Farr Act 6 after its 
author, Assemblyman Sam Farr, vice 
chairman of the legislature's Joint 
Committee on the Arts, became effec-
tive January 1. The Farr Act mandates 
that "art dealers" provide "Certificates 
of Authenticity" in connection with 
each sale, consignment or exchange of 
a fine art multiple. The fine art multi-
ples covered by the statutory scheme 
are as diverse as photographs and col-
lages, and affect art works created in 
prior centuries as well as twentieth 
cen tury art. The act provided only 
three months for dealers to bring their 
business practices into compliance. 

The law is so complex and subject 
to so many conditions and exceptions 
that good faith adherents are finding it 
difficult, if not impossible, to comply 
with the mandate. 

The Farr Act triggers duties of due 
diligence, full disclosure and certific;a-
tion by persons in the chain of sale for 
certain types'of offerings such as 
prints. California is the first state to 
mandate that a Certificate of Authen-
ticity be issued to document the fulfill-

ment of these duties. 
Although the stylistic presentation 

of the certificate is not prescribed by 
the Farr Art, its attestation clause most 
certainly is. The certificate must con-
tain the following truth-in- selling 
language prepared by the seller: "This 
is to certify that all information and the 
statemen ts contained herein are true 
and correct."7 

The antecedent of the Farr Act is 
the so-called print law, which has been 
on the books in California since 1970 
and whose counterparts have begun to 
appear in a handful of other states dur-
ing the last decade.s 

The term "print law" in California 
is a misnomer because although the 
original 1970 legislation required mini-
mal disclosure of a short-order print list 
(etchings, engravings, serigraphs, litho-
graphs and woodcuts), it was amended 
in 1982 under former Senator Alan 
Sieroty's aegis with "multiple" substi-
tuted for "print." The definition of "fine 
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art multiples" since 1982 includes 
three-dimensional works (sculpture 
casts, collages) and two-dimensional 
works (photographs, prints, and pages 
from books and magazines offered as 
art).9 The 1982 amended version 
expanded the definition of "multiple" 
even further with the introduction of a 
residual, catch-all clause referring to 
any work "... pro-
duced in more than 
one copy."lO This 
clause would pre-
sumably cover new 
technologies used The Farr Act is so 
in the arts such as 
xerography and complex and subject 
holography. 

Which sellers to so many 
are obligated to cer- conditions andtify to the accuracy 
of the disclosures? exceptions thatInterestingly, 
although the certif- good faith 
icate may have to 
be prod uced by adherents are 
various persons in 
the chain of sale, finding it difficult, 
liability under the if not impossible, toCivil Code attaches 
only to "art deal- comply with the 
ers." Since art deal-
ers are the only mandate. 
persons who can be 
sued under the stat-
utory scheme, it is a 
category of special 
significance. 

An "art dealer" 
is defined as one who is I) in the busi-
ness of dealing art; 2) holds himself out 
as knowledgeable about art; or 3) 
acquires attributed knowledge if he 
employs an agent who "by his occupa-
tion holds himself ... out as having that 
knowledge or skill."ll 

The legislature has dealt with this 
important definition in a perplexing 
manner, resulting in anomalous and 
surely unintended results. Although to 
date there have been no judicial inter-
pretations of the term "art dealer," the 
definition on its face produces peculiar 
potential violators. For example, the 
term could include the interior designer 
whose assignments occasionally may 
involve art placements but exclude the 
publisher who produces tens of thou-
sands of prints each year for sale in 
California. The architect or art consul-
tant who commissions a bronze sculp-
ture for a new construction project 
under "percent for art" laws or by vol-
untary selection could be liable, but the 
foundry or atelier producing the bronze 
for the site could be exempt. 

Current local investigations 
reveal an embarrassing misuse of the 
Fan Act certification reqUirement. 

Certification may be permanently 
wedded to counterfeiting and forgery 
in the public's mind after the FTC and 
D.A. have completed their work. In the 
art world, certification generally has 
been within the province of the not-
so-reputable dealer rather than the 
reverse. Indeed, Marcand accompa-
nied sales of his 22,000 prints with 

such certificates. 
The word "cer-

tificate" means a 
"written statement 
legally authenti-
cated."12 Is the 
Farr Act Certificate 
of Authenticity 
legally authenti-
cated? In a word, 
no. The certificate 
is not notarized, 
recorded or regis-
tered. The very use 
of the word "certifi-
cate" implies a legal 
imprimatur where 
none exists. 

Authenticity 
has both an artistic 
and legal meaning. 
Its legal meaning is 
"executed with due 
process of law" or 
"invested with legal 
validity."'3 The 
Certificate of 
Authenticity does 
not fall within 
either category. 

The artistic meaning is to verify art 
as genuine, to ascribe its authorship 
("authentes")14 Authentication is a 
technical process comprising scientific 
analyses, stylistic queries, provenance 
and documentation, which few are 
qualified to do. The certification in the 
"Certificate of Authenticity" does not 
authenticate the work of art under such 
a system. Use of the term "Certificate of 
Authenticity" creates a mirage of legal-
ity and verifiability to a document that 
is neither legal nor verifiable. 

The certificate must contain a 
statutorily prescribed "informational 
detail" list, which was added piecemeal 
in 1982. This list invokes issues so wide-
sweeping, mechanisms so complex, 
purposes so oblique and language so 
arcane that most reputable art dealers 
disregard it in favor of their own busi-
ness practices, while disreputable ones 
cling to it in an attempt to gain credibil-
ity. Neither probably understands pre-
cisely what conduct C'Onstitutes 
compliance, which allows the art fraud 
practitioner even greater space to ply 
his trade. The public, meanwhile, is 
increasingly frustrated and confused. 
The complexity of the law has led to 

obfuscation rather than to clarification. 
For example, the lead-in language 

of the informational detail list refers to 
at least six subparts from two separate 
statu tory sections: Section 1744 pro-
vides, in part: 

§ 1744. 1nformation detail 
(a) Except as provided in subdi-
visions (c), (d), (e) and otherwise 
in this title, a certificate of authen-
ticity containing the following 
informational details shall be 
required to be supplied in all 
transactions covered by subdivi-
sions (a), (b), and (e) of Section 
1742: 

*****'"'* 
(4) If the multiple or the image on 
or in the master constitutes, as to 
prints and photographs, a photo-
mechanical or photographic type 
of reproduction, or as to sculp-
tures a surmoulage or other form 
of reproduction of sculpture 
cases, (sic) ofan image produced 
in a different medium,for a pur· 
pose other than the creations of 
the multiple being described, a 
statement of this information 
and the respective mediums. 15 

Before he can decide if the infor-
mational detail list applies to him or 
the art he intends to sell, the dealer 
must first circumnavigate Section 
1742 (a), (b) and (e) and then move on 
to Section 1744 (c), (d) and (e) "... and 
otherwise in this title ... " (wherever 
that may take him). Assuming he will 
have to disclose the informational 
detail contained in Section 1744, there 
are 16 subparts (each with its own 
exceptions, exemptions and cross-
references) to wade through. These 
inquiries into the creation, preparation 
and distribution of the art work, even 
if properly performed, might still turn 
up little because 1) the "informational 
detail" may not be readily identifiable 
from the art work itself (paragraph (4) 
is illustrative); 2) it may not even be 
obtainable in instances where the 
source of the art work is known; and 3) 
where the relationship between the 
source and the current seller is too 
attenuated, the likelihood that the 
information can be determined is 
sligh t. 

If this task were not complicated 
enough, the informational detail that 
has to be disclosed differs from multi-
ple to multiple and from year to year. 
Are those years categorized? They are, 
but not always according to a numeri-
cal dating system. 

The Certification Disclosure Chart 
(page 33) reflects a deductive, 
common-sense extrapolation of the 
statutory bits and pieces, but its com-
pilation is by no means conclusive 
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